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by H. J U S T I N DAVIDSON

. L I N E A R PROGRAMMING is a complicated tool. So is a car.

Suppose you have never seen a car before and arrive at
a driving school for your first lesson on how to operate
a car. T h e instructor takes you into a classroom: "This,
Sir, is a piston. T h e piston is connected to this next part
called a connecting rod. T h e connecting rod fastens to
to an eccentric called a crankshaft. T h e crankshaft. . ."
After the first lesson, you might decide that you never
really wanted to learn to drive a car. If it's that complicated . . .
Fortunately, most of us weren't forced to start with
the piston to learn to drive. It wasn't truly necessary. We
started with the steering wheel, the clutch and gearshift
and, especially, the gas pedal.
The same analogy applies to linear programming. If
we start with the mathematical innards, the "cee-jay" and
the "ex-eye-jay," it may take a long time to learn to use
the tool — when the training really isn't necessary. In
the following paragraphs, we will attempt to develop a
working understanding of linear programming. But we
will take the short way and stay away from the mathematics.
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Purpose:
The important points to understand about linear programming are its purpose and its applicability. What is
linear programming supposed to do? What sorts of problems can linear programming solve?
Generally linear programming is a method of solving
a wide class of problems —problems with two general
characteristics. First, problems where the objective is to
obtain a best solution. Second, problems where this best
solution must be obtained subject to certain limitations.
In linear programming terms, the purpose is to develop
optimum solutions subject to given constraints. N For a
working understanding of these terms, it is best to turn
to an illustrative problem.
An

Illustration

Perhaps the simplest illustration of a linear programming problem is the so-called "transportation" problem.
Consider the following example. Suppose we have three
plants which manufacture a single product. We will call
these three plants "origins". Now, suppose that the
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monthly output of the plants must be shipped to five
regional warehouses. We will call these five warehouses
"destinations". Suppose, also, that there are specific shipping costs for each possible routing from the plants, or
origins, to the warehouses, or destinations.
In this situation we have a typical linear programming problem. We have a problem for which we would
N
Technically linear programming is restricted to problems
where the objective and the constraints can be started in linear
form. Practically, this is not a limitation on the kinds of problems that may be attacked.
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like to find an optimum solution. In plain language, we
would like to minimize the cost of shipping the product
from the various origins to the various destinations. In
this situation we will also usually have constraints on
our choice of a solution. T w o typical kinds of constraints
might be:
(1) Ship the entire output of each plant, or origin.
(2) Ship specific quantities to each warehouse, or destination.
If we assume specific numbers for the shipping costs involved, the output at each origin and the input to each
destination, this typical transportation problem can be
set forth:
THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM*
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In this problem statement, the symbols 0± to 0 3 refer
to the three origins. T h e totals in the right column are the
required outputs from each origin. The symbols D x to
D 5 refer to the five destinations. The totals in the bottom
row are the required inputs to each destination. Finally,
the figures in each origin-destination box are the costs of
shipping a unit of product from that origin to that
destination.
In the original problem statement, we indicated our
objective was to find the amounts to ship from each origin
to each destination which minimize total cost. In terms
of the figure above, the objective is to find numbers for
each origin-destination box that will minimize total cost.
At this point, we would note the similarity of this linear
programming transportation
problem to accounting
spread sheet problems. It is common for accountants to
work with a spread sheet (rows and columns of numbers).
For the accountant, it's common, too, for one of his objectives y to be obtaining footings and crossfootings for the
entries in the spread sheet.
In the linear programming problem, we, too, have a
spread sheet. (For mathematical purposes, we dignify the
spread sheet and call it a matrix.) But we have a slightly
N

This problem is adapted from A. Charnes and W. W. Cooper,
Management Models and Industrial Applications of Linear Programming, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1961, Volume I,
pp. 4 1 , et. seq. This work is especially recommended as the most
complete linear programming reference available today.
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different situation and objective. We have the footing and
the crossfootings; we want to find numbers that will make
them balance. In addition, we want them to balance in a
particular way. When we multiply the entries by associated unit costs, we want to obtain the least cost result.
Later, we will return to the similarity of accounting
and linear programming problems. But first let's turn to
the problem solution. How does the linear programming
technique help us to solve our transportation problem?
In general, there are two characteristics of the linear
programming problem-solving technique which are important to remember. First, linear programming provides
an iterative algorithm for obtaining the best problem solution. An iterative algorithm is simply a set of rules for
computing a solution. In dividing 76, 345 by 252, we
repeat a certain set of procedures over and over again
until we obtain the result to the number of decimal places
desired. T h e linear programming approach involves a
similar set of procedures which are repeated over and
over until the problem solution is obtained.
The second important feature of the linear program
ming approach involves the algorithm itself. Repeating
the algorithm, or set of procedures, always yields a solution equal to or better than the solution obtained by the
previous step.
To illustrate, suppose we applied the linear programming approach to our transportation problem. After finishing the algorithm for the first step, our solution might
look like this.
FIRST SOLUTION
TOTAL COST $42 N
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This solution fulfills all the requirements of the problem
at a total cost of $42. Repeating the algorithm, we go to
the next step.
N

Usually a minor objective. We don't want to perpetrate the
concept of the accountant with the green eyeshade footing and
ticking the ledger.
N

Referring to the unit costs in the statement of the problem,
the total cost is obtained thusly: 2 units from O i to D i at 3 each
plus 2 units from Oi to D2 at 2 each plus 1 units from O i to D3
at 3 each plus 3 units from O2 to D3 at 3 each, and so forth.
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SECOND SOLUTION

Without going into the details, the linear programming
technique permits us to find this and other equally-best
solutions.
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This solution also fulfills all requirements, but at a lower
cost of $36. The next step brings us to a best solution.

A BEST SOLUTION
TOTAL COST $30
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This solution again meets all the requirements a total
cost of $30. At this point, our algorithm has a signalling
feature which tells us to stop. There is no other solution
which will meet requirements at a lesser cost.
Although we have obtained a best solution at this point,
we are not quite done. Possibly, there may be other problem solutions which are equally as good. In the particular
example, there is another solution which is equally good:

What are the advantages of the linear programming
approach? One obvious advantage is that it provides a
best solution to the problem. An associated advantage is
that linear programming provides alternative best solutions — if there are any — and second and third and
fourth best solutions, and so on. This advantage, the providing of alternative problem solutions from the top down,
is important.
As a fundamental principle in using mathematical
methods to solve management problems, one must realize
that it is usually impossible to express all factors of a practical problem in mathematical terms. Some problem factors, perhaps the most important, must necessarily be left
to managerial judgment. The alternative solution facet of
linear programming provides more room for the exercise
of informed judgment. Not just one solution is provided
for management to accept or to reject. A ranked set of
alternative solutions is provided for management evaluation with regard to intangible judgmental factors.
A second advantage in linear programming is that it
provides a means of evaluating structural changes. To illustrate what we mean by evaluating structural change,
suppose that, in our original transportation problem, the
route from origin 2 to destination 5 was not available.
Suppose we want to evaluate the effect of the following
structural change — how much is it worth to be able to
ship from origin 2 to destination 5?
As a roundabout way of answering this question, we can
determine the best solution to the problem when the route
from origin 2 to destination 5 is not available. If we do,
we find that the best solution for the altered problem is a
program with a total cost of $42. (Continued on page 36)
BEST SOLUTION

EQUALLY BEST SOLUTION

ROUTE 0 2 - D5 UNAVAILABLE
TOTAL COST $42
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(Continued

from page 5)

The cost of this program with the route from origin 2
to destination 5 unavailable is $12 more than the minimum cost program with the route available. We arrive at
an evaluation of $12 for the worth of the route.
This method of evaluating the effect of structural
changes is clear, but not direct. Fortunately, the linear
programming technique provides a direct and automatic
way of arriving at the value of structural changes. In solving the optimization problem, linear programming also
pops out the values of structural changes. In terms of our
example, the $12 figure for the value of the route from
origin 2 to destination 5 is one of the numbers that is
automatically generated by the linear programming solution.
A final advantage of linear programming is its adaptability to large scale problems. The illustrative problem that
we have used is a small scale problem which can be solved
without the linear programming approach. This problem
requires only that we determine 15 quantities — the
amounts to be shipped via each of the 15 possible different
routes. T h e problem requires that we consider only 8 constraints — three amounts to be shipped from the origins
and five amounts to be shipped to the destinations. The
linear programming approach is equally applicable, however, to problems involving as many as 1,000 quantities to
be determined and 1,000 requirements to be met. Indeed
the size of problem that can be solved by linear programming techniques is limited only by the amount of time
required for computation. With today's high-speed computers, it is practical to solve large and complex problems.
Applications
A few brief descriptions of problem situations where
linear programming has been successfully used will illustrate its wide applicability. Consider, for example, a refinery producing various kinds of gasoline at various costs.
Suppose that these various kinds of gasoline must be
mixed and blended to produce certain grades of gasoline
for sale, each grade of gasoline having certain technical
specifications.
In this refinery situation, we have a typical linear programming problem. The refinery wants to minimize the
cost of the gasoline to be sold subject to meeting certain
constraints. In this case, there are the usual input-output
constraints; that is, the quantities of gasolines available to
blend must equal the quantity of gasolines ending up in
the grades available for sale. T h e refinery must also observe certain technical constraints. T h e various gasolines
must be blended to meet performance characteristics
such as octane, megatane, vapor pressure, and so forth.
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As another example, consider a feed mill with various
quantities of corn, oats, rye, and other grains, which can
be blended into various grades of cattle, hog, and chicken
feed. Here again we have an optimization problem where
we want either to minimize cost or to maximize profit subject to constraints — the chicken feed must have a certain
analysis, the available corn must be all used up, and so
forth.
A few of the other areas where linear programming
techniques have been successfully applied include:
Allocation of aircraft to routes
Machine loading problems
Financial budgeting
Portfolio selection
Personnel assignment
Engineering design
Decentralization and transfer pricing
The routing of traveling salesmen
Accounting

Application

Perhaps of greatest interest to the accountant is the possible future use of linear programming in accounting and
financial planning. Earlier, we have noted the similarity
of accounting spread sheet problems to the linear programming transportation problem. Furthermore, as a
rough generalization, we can say that any problem that
can be laid out in spread sheet (matrix) form is a linear
programming problem. Indeed, the entire debit-credit
structure of double entry bookkeeping is based upon the
same mathematical technique as linear programming, N
The accounting implications of these generalizations
are just now beginning to be explored. It is, perhaps, too
early to conclude that linear programming techniques will
leave a strong, practical impact on future accounting
practice. Already, however, the applicability of linear
programming to certain kinds of financial planning problems, such as breakeven analysis, have been demonstrated. N T h e proven usefulness of linear programming in
a wide variety of "engineering" situations may soon be
true of accounting and financial planning situations.
N

See J. G. Kemeny, A. Schleifer, Jr., J. L. Snell, and G. L.
Thompson, Finite Mathematics
with Business
Applications,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1962, pp. 346-362.
N
Y. Ijiri, F. K. Levy and R. C. Lyon, "A Linear Programming Model for Budgeting and Financial Planning," ONR Research Memorandum No. 94 (Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute of
Technology, Graduate School of Industrial Administration,
1962), and, A. Charnes, W. W. Cooper, and Y. Ijiri, "Breakeven Budgeting and Programming to Goals," ONR Research
Memorandum No. 91 (Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute of Technology, Graduate School of Industrial Administration, 1962).
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(Continued

from page 11)
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EXHIBIT
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BASIC RECORD ROUTINE
Read Basic Record
Accumulate Various Totals in G
Test for and Set Switch if:
A c c t . Balance > $5000
A c c t . No. -= Random No.
A c c t . Sales > 500% or < 20' I of
L a s t Year's Sales
A c c t . Balance > ( $ 5 0 0 )
A c c t . B a l . & Orders
Credit L i m i t

oPrint on A / R
Circularization
Cumulative Totals in
Counters 1-4,
9-17, 25-28

Add " 1 "
to

ITEM RECORD

ROUTINE

Counter 1

Count of No.
of Accounts in
Basic Record

Add A / R
Balance to
Counter 2

Total Balance
of Accounts in
Basic Record

C

Accumulate Various Totals in Counters
Age Item 8. Accumulate Aged Totals in Co
Read Another Item Record

END OF ACCOUNT ROUTINE
Test for & Set Switch if:
A c c t . B a l . $1000 & Any Portion ^
30 Days Delinquent
A c c t . Out of Balance
Accumulate Various Totals in Counters
Test Switches & Perform Appropriate Acti<
Clear Non-Cumulative Totals
Reset Switches
Read Another Basic Record

SetSW
3

End of Job
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tern is that many processing controls are performed within
the computer in accordance with the client's program.
Management needs and welcomes assurance that these
controls, not visible to them, do, in fact, exist and operate.
O u r review of internal control will give management an
independent and objective evaluation of the strengths and
weaknesses of the system. Well designed tests may also
indicate operational deficiencies.
Also, generally accepted auditing standards require "a
proper study and evaluation of the existing internal control as a basis for reliance thereon and for the determination of the resultant extent of tests to which auditing procedures are to be restricted." 4
Technology

Requirements

T h e new technology required to evaluate the client's
computer system and to develop computer audit programs
also is a problem. T o highlight this problem, we have
summarized the process used in preparing our computer
programs for year-end work.
T h e audit manager decided to perform the following
audit procedures and tests with the use of the computer:
1. Select for positive confirmation and print, on the
Circularization Report, accounts with
a. balances over $5,000.
b. balances greater than $1,000 but less than
$5,000 and with any portion of the account 30
or more days delinquent.
c. sales this year 500% greater than last year's
sales or less than 20% of last year's sales.
2. Randomly select for negative confirmation and print,
on the Circularization Report, 10% of the remaining
accounts.
3. Age all accounts.
4. Select and print on the Exception Report all accounts —
a. over credit limit.
b. with credit balances $500 or greater.
c. whose Basic Record balance is not in agreement with the total amount of all items in the
Item Record.
4

Codification

of Statements

on Auditing

Procedure, p. 10.

5. Accumulate and print, on the Circularization
Report:
a. Number of accounts in Basic Record.
b. Aged totals of accounts in Basic Record.
c. Number of items in Item Record.
d. Total balance of all items in Item Record.
e. Total balance of all accounts with credit balances.
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f. Number of accounts selected for negative confirmation and aged totals for these accounts.
g. Number of accounts selected for positive confirmation and aged totals for these accounts.
After the procedures were formulated, we prepared a
flow chart (Exhibit 1). Next, we explicitly defined the
data to be contained in the input and output of Program I
— cards, magnetic tapes, and a printed report — and the
printed reports generated by Programs II and I I I . It was
necessary to layout, by means of card and tape layout
forms and printer spacing charts, the exact positions
where data was to be placed. T h e explicit definition of
data is required because the computer program must
include the location of the data to be processed and where
the data will be printed on the output media. Exhibit 2
shows the format of the Accounts Receivable Circularization Report, in working paper form, ready for analysis.
A general block diagram for each computer program
was then prepared. Exhibit 3 shows the general block
diagram for Program I. A block diagram is a graphic
representation of the procedures by which data are processed within a system. It indicates the sequence in which
logical and arithmetic operations should occur, and the
relationship of one portion of the program to another.
T h e three most important uses of the block diagram are:
1. As an aid to program development.
2. As a guide to coding.
3. As documentation of a program.
The amount of detail included in a block diagram
depends on the use "to be made of it and the complexity
of the procedures involved. We found that a general blockdiagram, with large segments of the program represented
by a single symbol, was sufficient for coding Program I I .
This particular program is a relatively simple print program.
In most cases, however, a detailed block diagram is
necessary. Such a diagram should clearly indicate all input
and output functions, the steps for the identification and
selection of records, and decision points. Exhibit 4 shows
a portion of the detailed block diagram for Program I.
This diagram, modified for the purpose of this article,
shows how the data is processed in the Basic Record
routine of the program.
After the detailed block diagrams were prepared and
checked for logic, the processing steps were coded in IBM
autocoder language. This programming language is an
advanced symbolic programming system which allows the
programmer to state a data processing procedure in such
a manner that much of the clerical work of program
writing — i.e., machine language coding, instruction
THE
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sequencing — is transferred to the computer. T h e processing steps once coded in the programming language and
put on computer-readable input—cards, magnetic tape—
constitutes the source program. This source program is
then translated by a processor program; in this case, die
autocoder processor. T h e translation results in machine
coded instructions, computer core storage assignments,
and an assembled program known as the object program.
T h e object program is then used by the computer to
actually process data. The auditor must retain the source
and object programs which he has prepared for subsequent changes, if necessary, and subsequent use in obtaining the desired audit information.

we would argue that auditing "through the computer"
gives results which more than offset the time and effort
involved in doing so. Briefly, the results can be summarized as:

The assembled object program must then be tested for
logic and coding errors with data in computer-readable
form and for which results have been pre-determined. For
the testing of our computer programs, we used the client's
accounts receivable magnetic tapes for a date prior to
year-end and from which an aged trial balance had been
prepared. T h e aged trial balance was used to compare the
accounts and totals printed on our Accounts Receivable
Circularization Report. Timing and advance planning is
important to ensure the availability of the data to be
tested in computer-readable form.

2. Better letters of recommendations — A detailed review of the computer system along with the design
and use of effective tests will enable the auditor to
evaluate the client's input-output controls, built-in
machine controls, programmed controls, and operating controls. Such an evaluation will result in more
informative and constructive letters of recommendations and, hence, increased service to clients.

The computer processed all three programs in less than
10 minutes during which:
1. Over 4,000 accounts had been aged and tested for
confirmation and exception reporting criteria.
2. All accounts selected for positive and negative confirmation had been listed and control totals had been
printed for comparison to the client's aged trial
balance.
3. An exception report was prepared which showed all
accounts over credit limit, out of balance, or with
credit balances greater than $500.
True, it took time to prepare these computer programs.
But a comparison of time spent by the audit staff in prior
years, versus the time involved in preparing the computer
audit programs is not valid for at least two reasons. First,
the computer audit programs can be used in future years
or as long as the client does not change his system. Second,
much more is performed by these audit programs than
was performed in the past.
Summary
Using the computer in auditing, as in data processing,
presents several problems of which the user should be well
aware. These problems are far from insurmountable and
perhaps not as difficult as some people make them sound.
But, even if we agreed that the problems were difficult,
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1. Better knowledge of the client's system of procedures
and controls — Many computer installations are
integrated management information systems providing operating, as well as financial, information. A
review of such a system will necessarily provide the
auditor with a more complete understanding of the
client's "total" system of data processing and controls than normally obtained by auditing "around
the computer."

3. Better use of the exception principle — By using
computer audit programs, the exception principle,
so widely accepted by the auditor, may be used more
effectively. Audit work is primarily an evaluation
process which can be divided into two phases — a
selection process to segregate the conditions needing
special analysis, and the special analysis process itself. Conditions to be analyzed are normally selected
according to objectively-determined criteria. These
objective factors, once defined, can be programmed
and the computer can perform the selection. T h e
analysis process, involving human judgment and
decision-making, is then left for skilled auditors, who
are free to put their efforts in the subjective phases
of evaluation.
Some auditors, because of the problems presented in
this article, will continue to use visible output in performing the audit of companies with electronic data processing
equipment. We believe that auditing "around the computer" is a short-run approach. With the increased sophisticated use of computers and the advent of On-Line, RealTime systems, the audit trial will be significantly obscured
and will necessitate auditing "through the computer."
Such an approach will make the auditor's procedures
more efficient, make his auditing more effective, and help
his clients develop systems of internal control which are
more in keeping with the requirements and the potential
of EDP. The positive approach not only provides the best
service to our clients, but is also the most interesting.
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